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/ HELLO. WE’RE

EO CHARGING.
Designed and manufactured in the
UK, at EO Charging we build smart
energy technologies. Electric Vehicle
charging stations designed for homes,
workplaces and destinations. Plus
eoHUB, our revolutionary smart
energy device – which puts up to
30 chargers online, unlocking EO’s
software capabilities and in the near
future - solar, battery storage, smartgrid and smart-home integration.
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IN THE HOMES OF EV DRIVERS FROM
Some of the world’s leading brands
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SIMPLE & EASY-TO-USE
HOME CHARGING
At EO we like to keep it simple. We have two products both designed for charging up at home.
The eoMini is the UK’s smallest and most discrete fast charger. With no software, the eoMini is
a super cost-effective charging solution for no nonsense charging. Then we have our Genius
charger, which when connected to an eoHUB becomes super smart. Monitor your energy usage
via eoCloud and control your charger from your smartphone.

3 YEAR
PRODUCT
WARRANTY

FAST CHARGING
FOR QUICK
TOPPING UP

CHARGES
EVERY EV
ON THE MARKET

SMART CHARGING
FOR MULTI EV
FAMILIES
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OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE
We are excited about where the world is heading. We plan to always stay
at the forefront of technology

INTELLIGENT ENERGY
Aside from being our secret weapon when
it comes to cost-effective smart charging,
eoHUB is getting smarter. In the near
future it will integrate with the smart-grid,
solar PV and battery storage; enabling
home users to take advantage of EO
technology around the home.

Smart Home Devices
EO Charger
EO Charger

HUB

eoHUB gets better with age. It’s constantly evolving.
eoHUB is a mini-computer.
It can receive new software
features over-the-air
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OUR PRODUCTS
Here at EO we like to keep things simple. We essentially
have two products, with a number of different options.

1.

2.

1. EO GENIUS
The Genius is our future proof, smart-ready charging station.
When connected to eoHUB, EO’s software platform (eoCloud) and
smartphone app (eoApp) are unlocked. eoHUB is a smart-energy
device which can put up to 30 Genius chargers online and in realtime, manage the electricity supply.

2. EO MINI
The eoMini is a small and discrete fast-charger which can
give your car approx. 30 miles charge per hour. It’s a nononsense, cost-effective solution.

FEATURES
• 4 power ratings – 3.6kW / 7.2kW / 11kW / 22kW
• 3 plug types – Type 1 Tethered / Type 2 Tethered / Universal Socket
• 3 year product warranty
• Qualifies for OLEV Electric Vehicle Home Charge Scheme (£500 grant)
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EO HUB
A mini-computer that gets better with age

eoHUB is a little internet connected box that plugs into
a Genius charger and puts it online. One eoHUB can
connect up to 30 Genius chargers, making installing
multiple smart chargers super cost effective. eoHUB
allows you to control your Genius chargers via eoCloud
and eoAPP.
• For maximum safety eoHUB monitors a building’s power
supply and actively manages the load on multiple
chargers.
• Coming Soon – Solar PV, Battery Storage and SmartGrid Integration
• Hard-wire internet connection only for reliability and
low-cost ongoing fees
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EO ACCESSORIES
A few essential EV accessories

STAINLESS STEEL
FLOOR MOUNTED
CHARGING POST
Have your EO Charger(s) mounted
on our Stainless Steel Post. You can
have one charger on its own or two
chargers mounted back-to-back.

TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 SOCKET CABLES
Designed to charge your electric car or electric motorbike from
home, work and public charge points.
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•

Dust proof and waterproof to IP54 rating (when mated)

•

Compatible with 16A and 32A public and home charge points

•

Type 2 (IEC 62196-2) to Type 1 (SAE J1772)

•

24 month warranty against manufacturing defects

•

Security locking hole

EO SOFTWARE
Manage your EO charging stations online

EO SMARTPHONE APP
Control your charger from anywhere in the world. Start, stop
and pay-for-charge – all from the palm of your hand.
• Navigate to your nearest available EO
• Pay for charging on-the-go
• View your charging history
• Charge session notifications

EO CLOUD
• Monitor your energy usage
• Link to your work account for
your employer’s benefit
• Track your usage on-the-go
• Make your charger publicly
available and generate revenue
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OUR STORY
Having previously worked at another UK charge point manufacturer, Charlie was frustrated at the state of
the UK’s charging infrastructure. So one day back in 2014 he decided enough was enough and quit his job to
start EO Charging. The plan was simple – build superior charging equipment, backed up with unbelievable
customer service.
You’ll see that our vision has evolved a lot since then, however our ethos hasn’t changed. EO is a family run
business and our factory is still on ‘the farm’ (Charlie’s Grandad’s farm). At EO we look after each other like
we do our partners and customers. In a fast moving, high-tech world – we keep things simple. We call it
Invisible Tech.

EO stands for electricity online and it’s our mission to help people
become energy independent. Electric car charging is one piece of
the jigsaw puzzle.
— Charlie Jardine, EO Founder
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Call us: +44 (0) 333 77 20383

Email: hello@eocharging.com

EO Charging, Grove Farm, Creeting St Peter, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 8QG
www.eocharging.com

